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ABSTRACT 

Xia, Xiaojun, M.S., Department of Computer Science, College of Science and 
Mathematics, North Dakota State University, April 2010. Multi-Style Web Content 
Restructuring for Efficient Mobile Web Browsing. Major Professor: Dr. Jun Kong. 

Mobile devices such as smart phones, PDAs, and tablets are getting more and 

more popular every day. As a result, more people tend to use mobile devices to 

access Web contents. Therefore, mobile browsing becomes an important means of 

Internet access for daily life. In order to have smooth and user-friendly Web 

browsing experiences, Web designers should consider the limitations of mobile 

devices, such as a small screen size. However, most Web sites do not provide a 

mobile version, which makes it difficult to browse the contents on the small screens 

of mobile devices. This study presents a novel approach that restructures the 

important information from a full Web page to fit for mobile browsing. Unlike 

existing adaptation approaches, my work supports user customization on the 

information restructuring. In other words, the adaption engine can restructure 

information according to a user's personal favors. 

My approach consists of two sub-systems. The first sub-system is responsible 

to discover the organization of information underlying a Web page, and the second 

sub-system receives the structured information and uses a user-friendly interface to 

present the information. My approach also provides users with some customization 

options in order to improve the user experience. The first sub-system is out of the 

scope of this paper. This paper mainly focuses on the second sub-system. In order 

to produce a user-friendly interface, firstly I analyzed existing mobile Web sites, 
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which are specifically designed for mobile devices. In this analysis, I summarized 

the patterns and the functionalities of these mobile sites in order to customize the 

design to support a wide range of different Web pages. For these purposes, I have 

designed an adaptive layout that the users can customize how the information will 

appear on the mobile device screen easily. 

Keywords: Mobile Web Browsing, Multi-Style, Adaptive Layout. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Advanced mobile devices such as smart phones, personal digital assistants are 

getting more and more popular every day. These mobile devices are normally 

equipped with a wireless network connection and a Web browser through which 

users can access the Internet from anywhere and at any time. As a result, more and 

more users tend to browse the Web using their mobile devices. A large number of 

users use the mobile devices to read news stories, find production information, 

search nearby restaurants, or even online shopping. The mobile access to Web 

information, however, raises a new challenge to the Web page presentation. The 

small screen of mobile devices is one of the major reasons why many users still 

hesitate to use such devices to access the Internet. Users have to zoom in/out & 

scroll both vertically and horizontally to find the information of interest since most 

of the Web pages are designed for desktop, which is equipped with large display. 

Those Web pages are referred to as full Web pages in this paper. 

Without an adaptation, it is frustrating to browse those pages on mobile 

devices because of the limitations of mobile devices. Hence, it is necessary to 

provide a more user-friendly way of mobile Web browsing. Markup languages, 

such as WML and XHTML Mobile Profile (XHTML-MP), have been proposed to 

support the rendering of information on mobile devices. Though the number of 

Web pages in the form of WML or XHTML is growing fast, Web pages tailored to 

personal computers still dominate the Internet. Furthermore, keeping two versions 

of presentations, one for desktops and the other for mobile devices, raises the 
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maintenance cost and causes inconsistency. Therefore, it is desirable to 

automatically adapt a Web page from a desktop presentation to a mobile 

presentation. 

In order to support effective browsing of desktop presentations on mobile 

devices, the first challenging issue is to recognize important information from a full 

Web page. After recognizing major information blocks, the second challenging 

issue is to restructure the recognized information to fit the mobile browsing. This 

paper focuses on the second challenge. To restructure the Web content on mobile 

devices, all existing approaches support only one fixed style (e.g. a long-column 

style or a multi-page style) to render an adaptive layout for a diverse range of users, 

Web site styles, and devices. However this "one size fits all" strategy could not 

offer universal usability. Even regardless of users' preferences, one fixed style 

could not cater for the proliferation of diverse types of mobile devices with 

different display and computing capacities. For example, a thumbnail-based 

adaptive style cannot fit on an old cellular phone, which does not support graphics. 

Therefore, it is desirable to provide a layout mechanism, adaptive to the user's 

personal preferences, the requirements of the device, and information being 

accessed. 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as the following: 

• I summarized a set of popular layouts employed in existing mobile 

Websites through evaluating 18 existing r1obile Websites. This evaluation 
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gives a solid basis to compare different approaches and provides guidance 

on how to design an adaptive layout. 

• I proposed a novel multi-style Web content restructuring approach for 

efficient mobile browsing. My approach provides an efficient navigation 

facility and much better usability comparing to existing mobile Web 

browsers. 

• I have implemented a prototype, which provides customization capabilities 

to users. The prototype enables users to choose a presentation style that fits 

their needs on mobile devices. Based on evaluation results, the prototype 

provides good user experiences on browsing Web pages and compared with 

normal phone browsers, users are more satisfied with my prototype 

experience. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the related 

technologies and background knowledge of Web content restructuring for mobile 

Web browsing. Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive classification of adaptive 

layouts through an evaluation of 18 existing mobile Websites. Chapter 4 introduces 

the system design including system overview, detailed design and implementation. 

Chapter 5 concludes the study and presents future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 

Browsing desktop-size Web pages on small screen devices has been widely 

discussed and many solutions [Opera, Bitst, Goml 1, Skwee, Mac03, Bau04, Bjo99, 

Lam05, Mil03, Wob02] have been proposed. Based on the approaches employed in 

these solutions, these solutions can be classified into three different categories: 

• Server Side Approaches. In this category some approaches proposed to use 

mobile specific markup languages such as WML and XHTML Mobile 

Profile (XHTML-MP) to create a mobile version Website dedicated to 

mobile browsing, while others proposed many interactive tools with which 

users can easily create mobile optimized Web site. Instead of using mobile 

specific markup languages, these new mobile Web sites are built with the 

techniques for desktop version Websites but supported by mobile browsers. 

• Client Side Navigation Techniques. Approaches in this category display 

Web pages at a scale that works for most Web contents originally designed 

for the desktop. These approaches do not change the presentation of the 

original Web pages. By providing an overview of the Web contents 

initially, these approaches support many user-friendly interaction 

mechanisms such as zoom in/out, thumbnail to facilitate mobile users find 

the contents they are interested in. 

• Web Content Restructuring. Approaches in this category analyze a desktop 

Web page and then automatically create a mobile presentation that fits the 

small screen of a mobile device and places related information in proximity. 
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Differencing from those sever side approaches, these approaches do not 

require a server or server application. The restructuring job is done 

dynamically on the client side while the mobile users browse the Web sites. 

In these approaches, the generated adaptive mobile presentation is normally 

different from the original Web page. These approaches in general are 

generic to be applied to different Web. 

2.1 Server Side Approaches 

Sever side approaches indicate the technologies that created mobile optimized 

Web sites. These technologies can be further divided into two sub categories: 

mobile specific markup languages and automatic mobile Web site converting tools. 

2.1.1 Mobile specific markup languages 

In the last decade, many mobile specific markup languages, such as HDML 

[W3c97], WML and XHTML Mobile Profile (XHTML-MP), have been proposed 

to support the rendering of information on mobile devices. Based on extensive 

experiences of mobile Web browsing, these mobile specific markup languages can 

be employed to create mobile optimized Web sites. Those languages are 

specifically designed to fit the unique features of mobile devices (such as screen 

size, input model and computing capability). 

The Handheld Device Markup Language (HDML) [W3c97] is originally 

developed by Unwired Planet in 1996. HDML is a markup language intended for 

display on handheld computers, information appliances, Smartphone, etc. It is 
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similar to HTML but for wireless and handheld devices with smaller displays like 

PDA, smart phones and so on. HDML was submitted to W3C for standardization, 

but was not turned into a standard. 

Wireless Markup Language is another markup language intended for devices 

that implement the Wireless Application Protocol (W AP) specification. WML 1.1 

standard was created in 1998 and WML 2.0 was specified in 2001 [Wikip]. The 

newest WML version in active use is 1.3. WML provides navigational support, data 

input, hyperlinks, text and image presentation, and forms. 

XHTML Mobile Profile (XHTML MP) is a hyper textual computer language 

standard designed specifically for mobile phones and other resource-constrained 

devices. The XHTML MP 1.2 DTS is the current recommendation finalized in 

March 2008. XHTML-MP is derived from XHTML Basic 1.0 by adding XHTML 

Modules and deprecating some modules. 

Though those mobile markup languages are optimized for mobile browsing, it 

is time consuming and economically expensive to create a brand new mobile 

optimized Web site and maintain the consistency between the mobile version Web 

and the desktop one. 

2.1.2 Automatic mobile Web site creating tools 

Instead of creating a completely new mobile Web site with mobile specific 

markup languages, many mobile Web site creating tools have been proposed to 

create mobile Web sites with techniques designed for desktop version Websites and 
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these techniques are also supported by the mobile browsers. These tools can help 

Web designers create mobile optimized Web sites and make the task of creating 

mobile Web sites easily and fast. 

Zinadoo [Zinad] proposed Web service to easily create and publish mobile 

Websites. During the creation, users can also color the Website, create a page that 

users can send emails from or request, create a guestbook page, a comments page 

and etc. Winksite [Winks] is a mobile Website builder that includes R.SS-driven 

content deployment and mobile-tuned community features such as forum, chat, and 

polls. It does not require the user to install the software, and it does everything 

online. MobiSiteGalore [Mobis] allows designers build Websites that will work 

consistently across all mobile phones as it completely complies with the W3C's 

mobile Web standard [Wmw04]. This service is completely free. Zhang et al. 

[Zha05] proposed a grammatical approach for adaptive layouts by specifying a high 

level structure and spatial relations among multimedia objects through a graph 

grammar. This approach provides a powerful authoring tool, allowing designers to 

specify the adaptation of presentations when the viewing condition is dynamically 

changed. 

2.2 Client Side Navigation Techniques 

Many client side navigation techniques have been proposed in last decade. 

These navigation techniques intend to provide user-friendly browsing experience 

while keep the original layout of the Web content. These client-side navigation 

approaches include mini-map, scaling, zooming, thumbnail, slicing and etc. 
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[Sch09] conducted a multidimensional study on mobile browsing usage 

scenarios as well as the usability of mo bile tailored compared to full Websites. The 

study results show that mobile optimized versions provide better user experience 

than full Websites. Bolt [Boltb] is a full desktop PC-style browser on all types of 

mobile phones. The Web content is never reformatted, repurposed, or removed. 

Split-screen mode features a rectangular magnifier floating over a zoomed out 

mini-map of the entire Web page on the top 2/3 of the screen and a magnified view 

of the content under the magnifier on the bottom 1/3 of the screen. The magnifier 

floating over the mini-map enables you to quickly find information and navigate 

Web sites with ease. 

A thumbnail-based overview is another popular technique used together with 

zooming used in client-side navigation. Wobbrock et. al. [Wob02] proposed a 

system called WebThumb, which provides basic panning and zooming capabilities 

on the thumbnail of an HTML Web page. WebThumb provides a "pick mode" to 

support a user to quickly identify the information of interest and a "text mode" for 

reading a text paragraph while avoid zooming in to the thumbnail. Lam et. al. 

[Lam05] proposed a system called Summary Thumbnail. The Summary Thumbnail 

displays fragment of readable text in the region of each text block. The Summary 

Thumbnail preserves the original layout while allowing users to quickly 

differentiate text blocks with a similar look and identify the information of interest. 

Thumbnail images are also used many applications to adapt a Web page to fit the 

small screen [Bau04, Bjo99, Lam05, Mil03, Wob02]. A number of thumbnail 

images are created for different parts of a Web page and users can select one image 
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to view the specific part of the Web page. [AralO] presented annotations on a Web 

page that provides functionality which automatically scrolls the page. 

2.3 Web Content Restructuring 

Web content restructuring approaches proposed the technologies that an 

adaptive layout reorganizes and reformats different topics within the original Web 

page to fit the small screen mobile device. According to W3C, content adaptation is 

defined as a process of selection, generation or modification to transforming 

contents to adapt to mobile device capabilities due to their limited computational 

power, small screen size and constrained keyboard functionality. Because HTML 

pages do not contain any semantic structure and also because mobile devices have 

limited display and computation power, the automatic Web content restructuring is 

very challenging. Many solutions have been proposed to address these challenges. 

They can be divided into two sub-categories: client-side restructuring and server

side restructuring. In these approaches, the generated adaptive mobile presentation 

is normally different from the original Web page. 

2.3.1 Approaches of client-side restructuring 

The client-side restructuring does not require a server to support the Web 

pages restructuring. The Web page restructuring job is done dynamically at the 

client side while the mobile users browse the Web sites. These approaches may 

consume a considerable amount of CPU power and memory of the mobile devices. 
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Bitstream ThunderHawk [Bistr] uses intelligent font resizing and tunes 

images to adapt the Web page. [Che03] organizes a Web page into a two level 

hierarchy with a thumbnail representation at the top level for providing a global 

view and index to a set of sub-pages at the bottom level for detailed information. 

[Goml 1] uses a combination of multi-page organization and narrow-page 

organization to present the contents. [Yan03] employs the fractal theory to 

generate various summaries on different levels of the Web page based on demands 

of users. Minimap method [Vir06] shows pages in a modified layout by changing 

the Web page Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The Gateway [Mac03] introduces a 

navigation model to minimize the effect of transformation volatility for users 

switching between different screen sizes and to fit the small screen. [Hat07] uses 

heuristic rules based on a set of HTML tags (such as tr, p and u[) to partition a 

Webpage into segmentations, and then adapts the Web page with an object title 

list from the segmentations, so that each individual segmentation can fit to small 

screens. 

2.3.2 Approaches of server-side restructuring 

In the server-side restructuring category, an application is running on a server, 

which fetches the Web page from a remote content server based on client requests, 

and then restructures the Web page to respond the client's requests. 

Google provides a conversion utility through which users just need to enter 

the URL of their Website, check the option for 'No Images' if they do not want 

images to appear, and then click on 'GO' button. The corresponding mobile version 
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will pop up for mobile browsing. The Opera mobile browser [Opera] uses the 

software technique, called Opera Turbo, to restructure a Web page into a one

column layout with an adjustable width to fit the screen width. This approach 

always generates a long column where users must scroll up and down to find the 

desired contents. Google mobile pTHINC [Kim06] uses the server-side screen 

scaling approach and users can zoom into any desired areas of the page. The 

Skweezer Proxy [Skwee] reformats the layout of the content in a Web page to fit 

the small screen through the mobile content proxy site skweezer.net. [Parl O] 

proposes Web contents trans-coding middleware that could provide automatic Web 

contents re-authoring for mobile devices. 

2.3.3 Comparing with my approach 

In this paper, I proposed an approach, which belongs to the Web content 

restructuring category. Compared with the approaches mentioned in previous 

sections, my approach has one significant difference: 

• Multi-style presentation layouts. All of the existing approaches only 

provide one fixed presentation layout. One fixed presentation would 

not provide universal usability for diverse users and Web contents. 

My approach provides multi-style adaptive layouts. The multi-style 

layouts options provide users the freedom to choose layouts according 

to their preference and user experience, which eventually provide 

better user experience. 
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CHAPTER 3. EVALUATION OF MOBILE WEBSITES 

AND MOBILE WEBSITE GUIDELINES 

Fixed presentation layout for a diverse range of users, Web sites and devices 

could not offer universal usability [Zha03]. To render an adaptive layout for a 

diverse range of users, I evaluated 18 existing mobile Websites in different 

categories such as news, online shopping, travel, social network and etc. I analyzed 

and classified existing adaptive layouts from two perspectives: navigation facility 

and information presentation [Ahm08]. From these popular mobile Websites, I was 

able to find the most popular adaptive layouts currently used in mobile browsing. 

In addition, this evaluation gives a solid basis to compare different approaches and 

provides a space on how to design an adaptive layout. 

First, I noticed all 18 mobile Website use a table of contents to provide an 

overview of the Web page's contents. The difference between them lies in the 

information presented in the table. Some Websites use both image and textual label 

while others use textual label only. Secondly, through evaluating the layouts used 

by these mobile Websites to present the detailed information, I identified two 

common layouts: 

• New page: The detailed information for a single topic is displayed in 

a separate page from the overview page. 

• Collapsing: Detailed information for each topic is collapsed in the 

same page as the overview. 
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While most mobile Websites open a new page when a user clicks a link or a button 

of each topic, some Websites use the collapsing layout by showing the detailed 

information just under the topic when clicked. 

The following sub-sections describe the evaluation from both navigation 

facility and information presentation perspectives in details [Ahm08]. Navigation 

facility focuses on the overview while the information presentation focuses on the 

presentation of detailed information. 

3.1 Navigation Facility 

Navigation facility refers to what facilities the mobile Website provides and 

how these facilities help mobile users quickly find the topics interested. More 

specifically, I analyzed the depth of navigation menu, the presentation of menu in 

each level and the search box position for each mobile Website (see table 1). 

The column depth shows the depth of navigation menus of the Website (see 

table 1). For example, the homepage of CNN mobile site classifies the news stories 

into different sections. A dropdown list, which locates at the top of the homepage, 

lists all the news sections. After selecting any section, it lists several news stories 

under each section with the title of each news story. Therefore, the depth of the 

navigation menu in the CNN mobile site is 2 (see figure 1), while the depth of 

navigation menus of amazon.com is 3 (see figure 2). The first level navigation 

menu in amazon.com shows the popular merchandise categories such as Books and 
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Music. The second level shows all merchandise categories, and then the third level 

shows all merchandises in the selected categories. 
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In addition to different depths in the navigation menu, the presentation of 

each navigational level is also different from one to another. Image, title and brief 
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description are the three primary information items displayed in the navigation 

menu, different combination of these three items are used in each navigation menu 

in different mobile Websites. The presentation on different levels shows the 

different combinations of information displayed in the navigation menu for each 

level. Fox news uses both the pictures and news title in the overview navigation 

table (see figure 3). Staples.com only uses labels for the different categories of 

products in the first three navigation levels while Image, production title and brief 

description are used in the last navigation level (See figure 3). Amazon.com mobile 

site only uses title in the first two levels, and uses title with image to list all the 

products in the third level. 
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Figure 3 Table of Contents of Fox news and Staples 

The next column under Navigation facility in table 1 shows whether or not 

the mobile sites use several pages in its navigation menu to list the menu items if 

there is a long list of the menu items. Some mobile sites such as 
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m.yellowpages.com use multi pages to list the items while others such as 

mobile.dominos.com list all items in one page (see figure 4). 

The last one column in table l is the position of the search box in the mobile 

Websites. From these 18 mobile sites, I can identify four different positions for the 

search box, i.e. at the top of Web page, at the middle of the Web page, ~t the 

bottom of the Web page and in a new dedicated searching page. While most 

mobile sites provide search capability and put the searching box at either the top of 

the page or the bottom of the page or a separate dedicated search page, other mobile 

sites do not provide the search capability and no search box is presented in pages . 
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htt12:llm.cnn.com 2 Title Image, title NIA One list Bottom 

httQ://foxnews.mobil 2 Title Image, title NIA One list NIA 

htt12://wa12.cbsnews.com/ 2 Title Image, title NIA List & tab Top 

httQ://m.aol.com 2 Title Image, title NIA List & tab Top 

Onlipe sltopping: 

httn:llmobile.usablenet.c 4 Title Title Title Multi page 
omlmt/www. walgreens. list 
£Q.!!l 

h!!J;i://www.amazon.con 3 Title Title Image, title Multi page Middle 
list 

httn://www.staQles.com 4 Title Title Title One list Top 

htt12://m.sears.com 5 Title Title Title Multi page Top 
list 

htt12://mobile .dominos.c 4 Title Title Title One list NIA 
om 

Travel: 

httQ:/lm.advantage.com 2 NIA NIA 

Job: 

htt12://mobile.monster.co Title NIA NIA~ Multi page 

ill list 

Social Network: 

htt(l:/lmobile.twitter.com 2 Title Image, title One list New page 

l 
httQ:/lm.digg.coml Title NIA NIA Multi page NIA 

list /tab 

htt(l:/lm.tlickr.coml#/ho Image NIA NIA Multi page Bottom 
me list /tab 

Others: 

htt12://m.:tcllowgages.co 3 Title Image, title Image, title, Multi page Top& 
ml description list Bottom 

httg:/lm.nfl.com 2 Title Title NIA List/tab NIA 

httQ:/lm. voutube.com/ 2 Title Image, title NIA Multi page Top 
list 

httQ:iiwww. go ogle. com/ Image, title NIA NIA List/tab Top 
m/finance 

Table 1 Evaluation ofNavigation Facility 
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3.2 Information Presentation 

With respect to the information presentation, I was focusing on the adaptive 

layouts employed in the detailed information pages. For example, the page shows 

the actual news stories in CNN mobile site or the page shows the product details in 

Amazon mobile site. I analyzed three aspects from the perspective of how users can 

interact with these pages: (1) is the information presented in one page or multiple

page? (2) What is the navigation method provided from one page to anther? (3) 

How is further information related to this page presented? My evaluation of these 

three questions for these 18 mobile Websites are presented below (see table 2). 

The Multi-/Single page column indicates the total number of pages to present 

one topic. I identified two layouts: multi-page and single page. For example, CNN 

mobile divides a long news story to several pages when the news story is too long 

to display in one single page while Staples mobile site always puts all the 

information about one product in one single page. 

The navigation between different pages shows how users can switch from one 

page to another. I found that all mobile sites use the hyperlinks for users to navigate 

between different pages. 

The progressive browsing shows how the mobile site presents further related 

information. Two different layouts are identified: New page and Collapsing. While 

most mobile Websites open a new page when a user clicks a link or a button to 

further browser the related information, some Websites use the collapsing layout. 
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For example, in YouTube mobile Website, when a user clicks the image of a video 

in the overview page, the user is redirected to a new page, which contains the video 

and user comments of that video. The user comments are collapsed by default and 

clicking the down arrow icon can expand the contents of user comments (see figure 

5). 

ii ~ MIJ © 12:24 AM 

TWITTER: https://twitter.com/Ra)'V'.1 

Equals Three t·shirts are here: 
http://districtlin.es/ray 

The outro song "Stalkin' Your Mom" is written and 
performed by Wax. 
Download the mp3 here: http://3.ly/t9mg 

•*************""*******************• 

'""====:'.:===:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~II ***************************'******** 
- Here are the links to the content discussed in this 

video. Please don't harass the content creators or 
'-'=-""-===""'""'.,_-._......._,..._._..;:...,;II send them hate-messages. Thanx: 

Figure 5 Collapsing Layout in YouTube.com 

3.3 Evaluation Analysis 

In summary, from the evaluation of these 18 mobile Websites, I noticed that 

both table of contents and progressing browsing are employed by most of them. 

This founding gives me a solid basis on how to design adaptive layouts on my 

research. 
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httQ://m.cnn.com Multi-page Link Collapsing/new page 

httQ ://foxnews.mo bi/ Multi-page Link New page 

htt12://wa12.cbsnews.com/ Multi-page Link New page 

httQ://m.aol.com Multi-page Link NIA 

Online shopping: 

httQ://mobile.usablenet.com/m Single page Link New page 
t/www.walgreens.com 

httQ://www .amazon.con Multi-page Link New page 

htt12://www.sta12Ies.com Single page Link New Page 

htt12://m.sears.com Single page Link Collapsing 

httQ://mobi le.dom inos.com Single page Link Collapsing 

Social Networking: 

~ttQ://mobile.twitter.com/ Single page Link New page 

httQ://m.flickr.com/#/home Single page Link New page 

htt12://m.advantage.com Single page Link New page 

httQ ://mo bile. monster.com Single page NIA New page 

Othe s: 

htt12://m.y_ellow11ages.com/ Single page Link New page 

htt12://www.iweathr.com/ NIA Link NIA 

hUi;1://m.nfl.com Multi-page Link NIA 

htti;1://m.y_outube.com/ NIA Link Collapsing, new page 

httQ://www.google.com/m/fin Single page Link Collapsing 

ance 

Table 2 Evaluation oflnformation Presentation 
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Table of contents provides the summary of the Web contents. All 18 mobile 

Websites use one or more tables of contents to provide an overview of the contents. 

The differences between these mobile Web sites are the information presented in 

the table of contents. The various combinations of image, title and brief description 

are presented in the table of contents in different Websites. 

Progressive browsing provides the navigation method for users to browse the 

detailed information or related information. Through the evaluation of the layouts 

used in the detailed information page, I identified two different navigation 

methods: new page and collapsing. While most mobile Websites open a new page 

when a user clicks a link or a button for more information, other Websites use the 

collapsing layout by displaying the information right below current topic. 

The next chapter describes how I adopted these two adaptive features in the 

prototype WebMini I developed. 

3.4 Guidelines for Mobile Web Design & Development 

In order to achieve high usability, I also studied the guidelines for mobile 

Web design & development. A mobile presentation should follow previous 

successful experiences, which are summarized as guideline documents. Those 

guidelines provide valuable guidance on producing a mobile Web page for both 

manual authoring and automatic adaptation. I classified the guidelines for mobile 

Web design & development in two categories: gent:ral guidelines and specific 

guidelines. The general guidelines are device independent while specific guidelines 
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are specialized to achieve the best user experience on one or several mobile 

devices, which are produced by a specific manufacturer. These guidelines provide 

me the basic ideas on how to develop a mobile Web application: MiniWeb, which 

is description in the next chapter. 

One general guideline is the "Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0" [W3c08], a 

W3C Recommendation, which was developed by the Best Practices Working 

Group (BPWG) as part of the Mobile Web Initiative. It has been supported by 

many major names, such as Microsoft and Nokia. The principal objective is to 

improve the user experience of Web browsing from mobile devices. Mobile 

devices have many differences with desktops. The most signification differences 

are a small screen size and a different input method. The "Mobile Web Best 

Practices 1.0" provides a list of design principles to accommodate these two 

differences these general principles specify mobile Web design from five aspects: 

overall behavior, navigation and links, page layout and content, page definition and 

user inputs. W3C mobileOK checker is developed to automatically verify whether 

a mobile Web page observes Mobile Web Best Practices or not. In other words, it 

provides an objective evaluation on the usability of mobile Web pages. The 

generation of mobile Web pages, either manually or automatically through the 

approaches in Section 2, can be optimized to assure the observance of Mobile Web 

Best Practices 

In addition to general guidelines, many mobile device manufacturers have 

published their own guideline documents that enhance user experience on one or 
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several specific devices. Apple provides the guidelines of designing graphics, 

media and visual effects specifically for iPhone [App09, ApplO]. Those apple 

specific guidelines provide enhanced user experience when a user is using the 

Safari Web browser on an iPhone or iPod Touch. In [Gool l], Google proposed the 

guidelines for Android- powered devices by using viewport metadata. Since 

Android is an open standard that has been used on various devices with different 

screen sizes and display resolutions, this guideline document especially discusses 

the scaling that provides the best visual presentation when a Web page is browsed 

on multiple types of screens. Nokia, which has the largest market share in mobile 

devices and smart phones worldwide, has been admitted to have the best support 

for developers. Hundreds of documents including guidelines for mobile Web 

development are available on its Website for developers. With the fast growth of 

touch screens in mobile devices, Nokia proposed the guideline document of User 

Experience Checklist for Touch [Nokl 0-1], especially considering touch-based 

applications. On the other hand, the Nokia User Experience Checklist for Keypad 

[Nokl 0-2] discusses the most important UI style issues when a keypad is used as 

the primary input method. The latest BlackBerry 6 has improved mobile browsing, 

such as supporting tabbed browsing and automatic network transport selection. The 

BlackBerry 6 Browser Fundamental Guide [Rim09] suggests that mobile 

developers should be aware of the physical components of a wireless browsing 

environment, including different version of the device software, screen size, input 

methods, wireless network and network gateway. This is especially important for 

mobile browsing since a user may be moving around different locations, which 
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cause a significant change on browsing environments. In addition, there are many 

other specific guidelines from different manufactures, e.g. Developing Web Content 

for the HP webOS platform [Hpdl OJ, Opera's mobile Web optimization guide 

[Osal O], Sony Ericsson NetFront browser [Seml O] and etc. Specific guidelines are 

created by different organizations, and always focus on specific devices. Therefore, 

those guidelines may not be compatible with each other. For example, both Safari 

on iOS and Android Browser use the viewport to display a Web page, but they 

have different properties or behaviors. The default viewport width of an Android 

browser is 800 pixels while the default viewport width of Safari on iOS is 980 

pixels. Since Safari is designed for iPhone which has a fixed screen size, a user can 

achieve the highest usability if the width of a mobile Web page is set as 980 pixels 

(i.e. the device-width) so that the scale is 1.0 in portrait orientation and the 

viewport is not resized when the user changes to landscape orientation. On the 

other hand, Android is used on various devices with different screen sizes, so it is 

impossible to have a page width that could be applicable to all devices. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESTRUCTURING 

This chapter presents system design and the prototype development for the 

multi-style Web content restructuring mobile application. When we design mobile 

applications, we have to consider restrictions of mobile devices. For example, due 

to the small size of screen, only a small portion of information is visible at any 

time. Therefore, efficient navigation facility should be provided to users to enable 

quick access of the information [Jon99]. My system can restructure the information 

from normal desktop Web pages. Users are able to specify the presentation style 

according to their personal preferences. Furthermore, the adaptive layout provides 

an efficient navigation mechanism, which facilitates switching between different 

topics. Without losing generality, I developed a prototype, which supports different 

adaptive layouts based on user preferences. 

Meanwhile, the survey in the previous chapter identifies the popular adaptive 

styles employed by most current mobile Websites. My system is trying to support 

all these popular adaptive styles such as collapsing, new page, and overview. A 

user can select the adaptive style according to his/her personal preferences and 

experiences with these different adaptive styles. 

The prototype, named as MiniWeb, is developed under Android SDK 2.2 

[Andr-2] and the ADT plug-in for eclipse. The rest of this chapter presents the 

system design and prototype implementation. 
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4.1 Multi-style Information Presentation 

In my application, I used both adaptive layouts: table of contents and detailed 

information pages. The table of contents gives users an overview of a particular 

Web page by listing all records within the Web page. A record here refers to one 

product in online shopping Websites or one news story in news Websites. From the 

table of contents users can easily find the record they are interested in, and then 

jump to the detailed page, where the detailed information of the record is displayed. 

In summary, my application presents information in two levels: a table of contents 

and detailed information pages. It also provides customization options in both 

levels. 

Users can change the information presented in the table of contents through a 

graphical user interface (see figure 6). According to their preference, users can 

select whether they want to show the image or text or the link of the record through 

a checkbox menu. This customization can help users to focus on the information 

they are interested in and remove all other information. 

Display Options: 

~ Fi rst link item 

~~1rst text ,tern 

~ First ,mage 

Figure 6 Display Option for Table of Contents 
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In detailed pages, the customization provides users with three options: 

Anchor Links, Single Page, and Collapsing (see figure 7). These three layout 

options are the summarization of adaptive layouts from 18 mobile Website I 

evaluated in the previous chapter. They are the most popular layouts employed in 

the mobile browsing, and provide users with the freedom to choose the most 

appropriate layouts according to their preferences. 

Figure 7 Layout Options for Detailed Page 

The different layout options are explained below: 

Anchor Links: The entire table of contents is presented in a List View. A 

user can scroll down or up to view the whole list. When a user finds any interesting 

record, he/she can click the record, and then a detailed information page 

corresponding to that record is shown in a different page where the user can slide 

the page to the left or right to view the previous or next record. 

The left side of the picture shows the entire table of contents (see figure 8). 

For each record, it has a picture and a label for the product. On the right side of 
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each record, there is a right arrow icon. When a user clicks the right arrow icon, a 

new page will show up. We call this new page as a detailed page because it 

contains the detailed information of the record we just clicked. At the left top 

corner of the detailed page, there is a left arrow icon. Users will be redirected to the 

table of contents by clicking this icon. At the bottom of the detailed page, there are 

many small dots. The number of dots corresponds to the number of records in the 

table of contents and the highlighted dot (the one which is bigger than others) 

represents the position of current displayed record in the records list. A user is able 

to slide the page to the left in order to view the detailed page for the next record or 

slide the page to right in order to view the detailed page for the previous record. 

This navigation method gives users a shortcut to browser all records instead of 

selecting them from the table of contents. 

Single Page: Both the table of contents and the detailed information are 

displayed in a single page, which could be a long, single column page. The entire 

table of contents is displayed at the top of this page, followed by the detailed 

information of each record. Users can scroll up and down to view the table of 

contents and the detailed information. When any record is clicked in the table of 

contents, the display automatically jumps to the location where the detailed 

information of that record is positioned. A user is also able to return to the table of 

contents by clicking an up arrow icon. 

In the left side of the picture, each record in the table ofcontents has a down 

arrow icon (see figure 9). Clicking the down arrow icon will direct the user to the 
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position where the detailed information of this record is displayed as shown in the 

right side picture. Both the table of contents and the detailed information are 

displayed in the same page. A user has two choices to come back to the table of 

contents: by clicking the up arrow icon or scrolling up the records with a touch 

screen. 

Viewsonic VFM1530-11 1 S" 1024 x 
wSoniC' 768 Digital Photo Frame 

if-one 
IHOME T11 OT Electronic Gadgets 

~\. .. '-'>,.Id' 

~ 
Remo KD-5400-01 Kids Bongo 

COBY CX-61 Pocket FM Scan Radl 
COBY. with Backllt Digital Display 

YAMAHA PA150MM Power 
OYAMAHA' Adaptor 

!HOME T020S Desktop Alarm 
if-one Clock with Calendar Display 
,,.. l .. lr,,,.,d' 

Sungale AD1020 10.2" Digital 
s-'!!'~1c Photo Frame 

Energizer FNL2BU1CS Industrial 
Trim Flex LED Flashllght 

Viewsonic VFM1530-11 15" 1024 x 
768 Digital Photo Frame 

Viewsonic· 

Effective Viewing Area: 12" x 9" (304mm x 228 
mm) 
Brightness: 400 cd/m2 (typ) 
Contr a5t Ratio: 500:1 (typ) 
Aspect Ratio: 4:3 
Model#: VFM1530-1 1 
Item#: N82E16S82S97034 
Standard Return Policy 

•••••••••••••••• 

Figure 8 Anchor Link Layout Screenshot 

Collapsing: The entire records summary is presented in a List View. By 

default the detailed information for each record is collapsed. By clicking the plus 

icon for any record, the detailed information for that record can be expanded right 

below the record. The plus icon is replaced with a minus icon. And the detailed 
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information can be collapsed again by clicking the minus icon. With this layout, 

users will not be redirected to a new place for detailed information. 
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Figure 9 Single Page Layout Screenshot 

The left side picture shows each record in the table of contents has a plus 

icon, which indicates that the detailed information of the record is currently 

collapsed under the plus icon (see figure 10). The right side picture shows the 

detailed information for the second record is displayed and the plus icon for this 

record has been replaced with a minus icon. 

4.2 Module Design 

This section provides a detailed description of my prototype implementation. 

The overall architecture of the prototype is presented below (see figure 11). 
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The prototype encompasses three major modules: Website XML parser, 

Multi-style customization, and Page generation. 
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Figure 10 Collapsing Layout Screenshot 

Website XML parser: An XML file is generated for each Web . page 

through the pattern-based data extraction. The pattern-based data extraction is 

running on the server side, which accepts the request of Web page from the mobile 

application and then downloads Web contents from the URL specified by the 

request. It then extracts the Web content items based on the layout information and 

generates the XML file as the response of the mobile application's request. The 

XML file contains a spatial graph of informational objects in the Web page. By 

parsing the XML file, the mobile application gets the record list of the Web page as 

well as the details such as the title, links, images' URL and descriptions for each 
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record. A separate thread is used to download the images from original Website for 

each record. All of this information is stored in the memory for the information 

presentation module. 

ayoutXML Page Generation 
files 

G User Mutli-style 
perference Customization 

Web info Website XML 
XML fi les parser 

Android 2.2 SOK 

Figure I I The Prototype Architecture 

Multi-style Customization: This module provides the customization pages 

for users to choose their preferred layout. The prototype provides three layout 

options for users to choose. The three layout options are: Anchor Links, Single 

Page and Collapsing (see figure 9). In addition to the three layout options, the 

mobile application also provides three display options for the table of contents (see 

figure 10). The users' customization will be stored and used by the page generation 

module until they change their layout. 

Page Generation: The page generation module is responsible for the 

information presentation according to the layout currently chosen by the . user. 

Android framework uses XML file to define the layout structure that appears to the 
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user. I defined one XML for each layout mentioned in previous sections. Therefore, 

if a user selects any layout option the corresponding XML is automatically loaded 

and the page is displayed to the user. 

4.3 Class Design 

The MiniWeb App has been implemented through 9 major classes. Various 

functionalities, such as requesting a Web page, parsing the XML file a Web page, 

and listing the record summary, opening the option pages, downloading the images 

from original Websites and etc. are provided by these classes. These classes can 

generally be classified into three categories: activity classes, adapter classes and 

background task classes. 

Activity Classes: In Android framework, an activity 1s an application 

component that provides a screen with which users can interact to complete 

different tasks, such as dial the phone, take a photo, send an email, or view a map 

[Andr-1]. An activity can only have one screen. When an application has multi 

screens, it needs to create multi activity classes for each screen. The MiniWeb 

application has 4 activity classes as listed below: 

• GalleryProduct: The activity class displays the table of contents with only 

images. 

• MiniWeb: This activity class displays the table of contents with titles, brief 

description and/or images. 
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• PreferencesAct: This activity class displays the multi-style layout options 

screen. 

• WebSitesAct: This activity class displays the Websites list screen. 

The MiniWeb Class is the main activity class of the prototype. It is the entry 

point and provides the first screen of the prototype. Its responsibility includes 

displaying the Web content with current selected presentation layout, opening other 

screens upon the user's request, managing backend threads such as downing the 

images for each record. 

Adapter classes: An adapter object acts as a bridge as between the adapter 

view and the underlying data for that view. The adapter class separates the view 

and data and makes it possible to provide multi views with same underlying data. 

MiniWeb has three adapter classes as listed below: 

• GridViewAdapter: This adapter is used by the grid view in MiniWeb class 

for displaying the content of table. 

• ListPicAdapter: This adapter is used by the list view in MiniWeb class for 

displaying the detailed information for each record when a single page 

layout is selected. 

• ProductViewAdapter: This adapter is used by the GalleryProduct class for 

displaying the picture of each record. 

Background Task Class: In order to provide quick response to users' actions, 

some tasks need to be put in background threads. In MiniWeb application, there are 
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two tasks, which need to be implemented as background threads. The first one is 

the task of downloading and parsing Web content xml file, which are done through 

parseWebsiteXML class. The parseWebsiteXML class is extended from 

AsyncTask class. AsyncTask has 4 steps to run (see figure 12). The first step of 

onPreExecute is normally used to setup the task, such as initiating the variables; the 

second step dolnBackground is invoked on the background thread which performs 

background computation such as downloading the actual XML file as well as 

parsing it; the third step onProgressUpdate is used to display the progress of the 

background task to UJ thread. The last step onPostExecutc is invoked after the 

background task has finished, and it updates the results to UI. 

Another background task class is the PhotoLoader class, which is responsible 

for downloading the images from original Websites. The PhotoLoader class is 

extended from Thread class, and keeps running on background. When the main 

thread has images to display, a task of downloading the image is put into a task 

queue. The PhotoLoader thread keeps checking the task queue and downloads the 

images when a download task is found in the task queue. The activity diagram for 

PhotoLoader thread is presented below (see figure I 3). 

4.4 Class Diagram 

The class diagram of the MiniWeb application is presented below (see 

figure 14). It contains nine major classes used by MiniWeb project. The 

functionality of each class is described below: 
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• PreferencesAct: The PreferencesAct class displays the user preference page. 

It is displayed when a user selects preference menu item. Users can select 

their preferred adaptive layout in this page. 

Initial Node 

Figure 12 The Activity Diagram of AsyncTask 

• ImageLoader: The ImageLoader class is responsible for images management 

including image downloading and image cache. It has its own thread to 

monitor the image download queue and downloads the image from original 

Website. 
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Wait 

Figure 13 The Activity Diagram of Photo Loader Class 

• MiniWeb: The MiniWeb class is the center class of the MiniWeb. It is also 

the main entry of this application. It displays the table of contents of the Web 

pages. It wraps the application startup and shutdown procedures and calls 

other classes & activities when necessary. 
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Figure 14 Class Diagram 

• ParserWebSiteXML: The ParserWebSiteXML class parsers the Websites 

list xml file when the application starts up. The websites list will be stored m 

a list and displayed when a user clicks the Website menu item. 
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• ListPicAdapter: The ListPicAdapter class is an adapter class used in the 

table of contents in the main window, which displays the each row contents in 

the table of contents. 

• GridViewAdapter: The GridViewAdapter class is an adapter class used in 

the grid layout in MiniWeb when use chooses only shows pictures in table of 

contents. 

• ProductViewAdapter: The ProductViewAdapter class 1s an adapter class 

used in the detailed information page for each item. 

• GalleryProduct: The GalleryProduct class is an Activity class. This class is 

used to display the detailed information of each item in the Web page. 

WebMini calls it when a user clicks one item in the table of contents. It 

supports sliding to left or right. 

• WebSitesAct: The WebSiteAct class is an activity class. It is displayed when 

a user clicks the Website menu item. It lists all pre-configured Websites in the 

Website xml file. A user can select any Website to browser from the Websites 

list. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusion 

Over the past several years we have witnessed an enormous surge in the 

usage of mobile devices, such as PDAs, cellular (smart) phones, and IPod/IPad. 

More and more people are using these mobile devices to browse the Web to get 

information, entertainment, and knowledge. Web browsing using portable mobile 

wireless devices poses a new challenge to Web page presentation on the small 

screen of mobile devices. As presented in previous chapters of this paper, existing 

researches have overcome a lot of the challenges of this problem. However, 

intelligently and effectively adapting an existing Web page designed for desktop to 

a portable device with much smaller screen is still an open research problem. 

To solve the aforementioned problem, this paper presents a novel approach 

for automatically restructuring a full Web page to fit for mobile browsing. I studied 

the current popular layouts employed in mobik Websites. Through this study, I 

obtained a solid understanding about the state of the art, and it gives me insight on 

how to design an adaptive layout. Then I proposed a novel multi-style Web content 

restructuring approach for efficient mobile browsing. I designed the system in a 

way that it can present the information in multiple styles for diverse users. The 

customization capability enables users to choose the presentation style that fits the 

users' needs on mobile devices. My approach provides an efficient navigation 

facility and much better usability comparing to current Web mobile Web browsers. 
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I have implemented a prototype to evaluate the efficiency of my approach. The 

prototype provides customization capabilities to the users. The prototype provides 

good user experiences on browsing Web pages and compared with normal phone 

browsers. 

5.2 Future Work 

Important problems in adaptive layout presentation of portable mobile 

devices remain to be solved. I identify several limitations of my work and research 

directions for future work. 

I will continue the research on developing more adaptive layouts to cater 

to the tastes of the diverse users while improving the usability. The user interface of 

Web content presentation on mobile device could be extended and optimized based 

on users' suggestions and preferences. More studies could be done to add more 

presentation options to the users. Meanwhile, I will also continue to research on 

how to present the Web contents under different categories to generate efficient and 

user-friendly adaptive presentations. More evaluation will be carried out to 

different user groups, such as students, businesspersons, and seniors to get 

feedback from different user groups. 
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